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SECURITY PRODUCTS

PROTECTION

* Terms of conditional warranty

are available from all ALSPEC 

Branches.
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A227

Decorative Diamond

Strand thickness 7mm.

This grille meets

the shear strength

requirement of 

Australian Security Door

Standard AS5039.

A127

Standard Diamond

Strand thickness 7mm.

This grille meets

the shear strength

requirement of 

Australian Security Door

Standard AS5039.

A117

Small Diamond

Strand thickness 7mm.

This grille meets

the shear strength

requirement of 

Australian Security Door

Standard AS5039.

A105

Light Weight Diamond

Strand thickness 5mm.

Light weight design

safety grille

To obtain maximum benefit from Alspec Security Grilles which meet the standards detailed above,

hinged security doors incorporating these grilles should also be manufactured to comply with AS5039,

and installed to comply with AS5040.
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PROTECTION
It’s a sad reality that the door or window that 
you leave open to let in the light or breeze 
may also let in an intruder intent on harming 
your family or taking your possessions. 
Today’s society demands that you protect 
what’s yours and there is no better protection 
for your property than ALSPEC Security 
Grilles. 

ALSPEC Security Grilles are made from 
Specially Tempered Aluminium for greater 
strength and increased peace of mind. When 
combined with quality framing and hardware, 
ALSPEC Security Grilles offer
good looking, low maintenance protection for 
your home.
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Building Relationships

Fixed window grilles, 

custom-made to suit.

Also available in a variety 

of patterns and colours.

ALSPEC Security Grilles for

custom-made sliding doors

provide optimum protection

and smooth operation.

Adjustment screws face inside

the door out of an intruder’s reach.

Half door panels add to 

protection from the 

weather, pets and 

intruders. Available in a 

range of pre-finished 

colours.

ALSPEC One Way Mesh,

gives protection from

pets and added security 

by limiting visibility from 

the outside whilst

maintaining the view 

from inside.

ALSPEC decorative grilles,

ideal for front entry doors.

Available in hinged and 

sliding door widths.

Security doors made 

from quality ALSPEC 

Grilles can be fitted 

with the extra feature

of a 3 Point Safety 

Lock. Three interlocking security hinges deter

even the most persistent intruder.


